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Cantillon were initially awarded the Enabling Package and Phase 1 Demolition Works at Tate Modern 

and then the Phase 2 Demolition & Temporary Works Package immediately afterwards 

 
Works incorporated the demolition of former oil storage tanks that used to supply the power station in its pre-

gallery days. These had been decommissioned in 1983 and the upper areas became the Tate Gallery and more 

specifically the Turbine Hall. The former switch house at the rear of the power station continued as an EDF 

substation serving large parts of Central London. These works were all carried out whilst the Tate Modern 

remained open to the public.  

 

Initially, Cantillon erected a 60m acoustic tunnel, providing access for the works and ensuring minimum 

disruption to the Turbine Hall so it could be used throughout.  

 

Operating between the live Gallery and the functioning EDF Station, Cantillon installed real-time noise, dust and 

vibration monitoring and then began by demolishing a redundant ticket office, removing block walls in the 

gallery and installing temporary works and slabs in the turbine hall which were designed to allow piling works to 

be undertaken below.  

 

Cantillon diamond drilled cores at pile positions up to 9 meters deep; part of this 

was undertaken in semi-controlled conditions to remove redundant asbestos 

cement pipework. Following the discovery of additional asbestos, Cantillon re-

sequenced the works to mitigate any delays in program whilst ensuring it safe 

removal.  188 bearing piles (300mm diameter) were then installed to depths of 

25 meters using confined space SFA techniques (sectional flight auger).   

 

This was undertaken using a hydraulic rig with externally sourced power pack and 

the hydraulic umbilicals were laid to the work area at a distance of 100 meters, 

thus resulting in no emissions.  

 



 

Tate Modern 

Commencing on the demolition of the oil tanks, Cantillon initially undertook an environmental clean including 

the removal of contaminated sludge within the oil / drainage pits and basement areas.  

During these excavations Cantillon also installed a specialist de-watering and decontamination system to remove 

ground water contaminated with hydrocarbons. Setting up a series of deep wells in each oil tank and pumping 

the water to a settlement tank at ground level and then from there discharging it into a series of pressurised 

sand and carbon vessels; once classified as ‘clean’ it was then discharged in the sewers under licence.  

 

Once the machines were operating on the basement slab they  demolished the remainder of the oil tank lids 

above using silent  demolition techniques. Twenty steel columns were removed and are being stored in an 

environmentally controlled storage facility for reuse within the construction phase.  All basement slabs, footings 

and obstructions were removed, pile  probing was carried out for the ensuing piling operations. These  included 

the installation of piling mat and undertaking incremental CBR (califonia bearing ratio) plate tests to allow the 

use of a 65ton piling rig.  

Having completed Phase 1, Cantillon then moved into Phase 2 with the erection of 50 tonnes of temporary 

support steelwork, for a facade retention for the retained turbine hall wall.  

 

Cantillon began the soft strip of the former UKPN offices overlooking the existing tanks and facing the south 

bank. After the decommissioning of the plant areas within the substation, Cantillon proceeded to strip the 

remaining bits of plant including, bases, cables and brackets.  

 

Erection of encapulation scaffold around the site, starting closely to the main Tate Modern entrance for visitors. 

The scaffold stood 27 (approx) metres high surrounding the entire south facing side of the site.  

Cantillon proceeded to erect a hoarding around the newer, larger site and formation of a demolition  

processing area, in which all plant and skips were able to work on, away from the entrance of the Tate Modern 

as well as the site offices. 

 

Cantillon set up a 70 tonne crawler crane on the terrace truss structure which required back propping, down to 

the ground bearing slab.  

 

Demolition of the former West Switch House, continued using a combination of floor by floor and remote high 

reach techniques. Both methods were used due to the sensitivity of the site. The Tate Gallery remained open 

throughout the works and Cantillon were well aware of being considerate neighbours.  

Cantillon then worked to an accelerated program, re-sequencing the demolition to be undertaken in two stages, 

enabling half of the site to be handed over for the early commencement of critical new build activities. Whilst 

handing this over, Cantillon moved on to the next half of the works to continue and complete demolition stage.  

 

After commencement of the demolition the Cantillon team used specialist demolition techniques to create, 

architectural openings through the retained reinforced concrete structure. The specialist techniques were wire 

sawing, core drilling, track sawing and hydraulic bursting. The openings consisted of different sizes, up to 10 

metres wide, by 8 metres high and 3 metres deep,  

including installation of temporary supports.  

 

The structure itself, the former Bankside Power Station, was a concrete encased, heavy steel frame structure 

with reinforced concrete floors designed for heavy duty plant loads.  

 
 


